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SUMMARIES OF ARTICLES 
A Study of the Pragmatism Debate between 
Genyoku Kuwaki and Ohdo Tanaka 
Hideyo YAMADA 
The terms and ideas of pragmatism were introduced for the first time into Japan in a paper 
entitled'Pragmatism and the responsibility of learning' that appeared in The journal of Philosophy, 
October 1905. The author was Masami Kihira, an associate professor of philosophy at Tokyo Univer­
sity, who was a member of the editorial staff of the journal. 
The journal played an important part in introducing western philosophical theories and ideas and 
illuminating the construction of a new Japanese system of philosophy. After the presentation of 
Kihira's paper Dr. Genyoku Kuwaki gave a lecture 'On pragmatism' at the monthly meeting of 
the Society of Philosophy in December 1905, and then next year published an article with the same 
title in the journal, the first half of which appeared in January and the second in February. Kuwa­
]d's article showed that his information on pragmatism was mainly drawn from F. C. S. Schiller and 
W. James. Then against him there was immediately raised a militant criticism by Ohdo Tanaka, who
had been under the influence of John Dewey since his stay at Michigan University and at that
time was a member of the Society of fhilosophy. From then on The journal of Philosophy was
kept busy in setting forth Dr. Kuwaki's answers and Mr. Tanaka's renewed criticisms.
This yearlong series of debate between the two philosophers is the famous 'pragmatism debate', 
from which developed three academic or journalistic movements all of which were more or less 
influenced by the philosophy of pragmatism, namely 1) the theory of pure experience in the philo­
sophy of Nishida and others, 2) the debate on naturalism in literature and 3) pragmatic interests 
in school education. 
The writer seeks to analyse the historical and theoretical character of the 'pragmatism debate' 
that played a significant part in the modern history of Japanese thought. 
Plato's Theory of Law 
Mie IKEDA 
Contrary to the usual way of studying Plato's thought in its development, this paper begins with 
his last dialogue, the Laws, which is taken to be the culmination of his life-long thinking about the 
whole range of hulan culture, and tries to discern the continuities, rather than the changes in his 
thought between earier and later dialogues. Special attention is given here to his theory of law. The 
problem of law was raised for him in a concrete form by the trial and death of Socrates. When his 
friends arranged to open the gate of the prison, why did Socrates refuse to disobey the law, although 
(21) 
in reality the court was the instrument of murder in the name of the law of the state? In order to 
answer this question, Plato produced his whole theory of law. His legal doctrine is not left to us in 
a systematic form, and his sayings about law are of ten confused and sometimes contradictory. But 
here, as elsewhere, the inconsistency is merely in appearance. He was the first to lay a foundation 
for legal philosophy and also made possible the construction of legal science. There is no legal 
problem, whether of theory or practice, which is not ref erred to somewhere in his work. Special 
attention is given to the following points of his theory : his concept of law as the appointment of 
reason and the relation of this ideal law to the laws of the state, law as education and the basic 
principle of penal law with its relation to the Socratic saying that all wrongdoings are unintentional, 
the so-called rule of philosophy in the Republic and the Statesman and the rule of law in the Laws, 
and the relation between written and unwritten law. 
Temporality and Spatiality of Plato's Universe, Ill 
Koichi YANAI 
Plato's creative cosmogony in the Timaeus consists of two steps : the first where the creator is the 
Demiurge, and the second where are creators are astral gods. On the other hand, since all the works 
produced by the Demiurge and the astral gods are, or are said to be, living beings, the overall 
cosmogony may be defined as a comprehensive zoogony. Into this cosmogony-zoogony Plato also 
intended to absorb a traditional theogony (Tim., 40d6--41a3), but he rnadr it represent the traditional 
theogony'in general. Thus, the new framework of Plato's creative cosmogony was intended to be 
also a new system of gods. The structure of the cosmogony can be shown as follows 
genesis of immortal 
li\'ing beings 
(=-.: theogony) 
----- ,, -
cosmogony 
(= zoogony) 
cosmogony, astrogony, traditional theogony, 
i 
i 
---- --― --- ----
first step 
genesis of mortal 
]i\·ing beings 
� ,� � 
c1nthropogony, zoogony, pliytogony 
second step 
The heavenly bodies had not been objects of belief among the ancient Greeks nor played any 
important role in Greek religion, but now in Plato's cosmogony they were called gods and made to 
hold an important position as the creators in the second strp. The reason Plato gave them such a 
position should be looked for in the following 
1) their revolutions are orderly and regular in essence (Plato can say so by defining them as the
effects and phaenomcna of the orderly and regular motions of the invisible cosmic soul, or by 
(22) 
defining the motions of the cosmic soul as the cause and essence of the revolutions of the visible 
heavenly bodies, thus making the irregularities of the motions of the planets only apparent at the 
level of visibility). 
2) the heavenly bodies make men know the invisible cause and essence of their revolutions.
Kant and Herder : The Controversy about 
Beauty and Providence 
Takao l\1uRAKAMI 
In 1800 Johann Gottfried Herder published "Kalligone", in order to criticize Kant's "Kritik der 
Urteilskraf t". Goethe, in spite of his lasting friendship with Herder and his basic theoretical affinity 
with him, neglected this book, while admiring "Kritik der Urteilskraft" very highly. The reason 
why Herder attacked "Kritik der Urteilskraft" and why Goethe kept silent about Herder's work, can 
be understood only by recognizing the dual structure of the Kantian philosophical system. On the one 
hand, the Kantian view of life is very pessimistic, and akin to the one unfolded in the baroque 
tragedy of the 17th. century. On the other hand, it is deeply permeated by the optimistic Enlighten­
ment of the 18th. century. In Kant, these two contrasting views of life are uniquely combined to 
construct a highly organized theoretical system. While Herder looked in horror at the dark aspect of 
Kant, Goethe welcomed his brighter side. Furthermore, two modern philosophere who may be cont­
rasted in many ways also emphasize one of these two aspects respectively. They are \1/ alter Benjamin 
and Ernst Cassirer. 
The Resurrection of the Thought of the Immortals 
N obuo HoRIIKE 
This paper deals with the historical development of the thought of the immortals of early China, 
and discusses it in three stages. 
The first stage is the period from pre-Qin to the beginning of the Han. The present writer makes 
extensi\·e use of the two sources, the Li-sao(Wandering Sorrow) of Ku Yuan(343-277 B.C.) composed 
in the fourth century B.C., and the Yuan-you (Distant Wandering) by an unknown author at the 
beginning of the Han. We can perceive a shamanistic way of salvation in the Li-sao, while the 
Yuan-you on the contrary shows a real religious mystical way of salvation. This fact demonstrates 
that the thought of the immortals progressed from shamanism to religious mysticism. 
The second stage is the period of the former and later Han. Wu-di, the fifth emperor of the 
former Han (reigned 140-87 B.C.), pursued immortality with his political and financial power. Yang 
Xiong (53 B.C.-18 A.D.), a famous poet, denied the religious content of the thought and used it 
only as a literary technique. Wang Chong (27-96? A.D.), the most rational thinker of that time, 
( 23 )
considered such thought nonsensical. The present writer regards this stage as an age of degeneration 
in the thought of the immortals. 
The last stage :s the period from the last years of the later Han to the Wei and Jin dynasties. 
Here there are two important thinkers to be considered, Ji Kang (223-262 A.D.) and Ruan Ji (210-
263 A.D.). Though Ji Kang belie、,ed in a state of zi-de or mystical ecstasy, he himself could not 
reach that state in the end. His salvation was accomplished by putting his faith in the immortals. 
Ruan Ji was a true mystic and had experiences of mystical ecstasy. His understanding of the immor­
tals was founded on these experiences. The present writer considers this stage to be a resurrection 
of the real mystical thought of the immortals. 
The Characteristic of Li(月l) and J{i(匁） in the Thought of 
Yi Yul Gok(手朱谷） and its Situation in the Philosophical 
History in Yi Dynasty(素直）］）
Hiroshi l\Lnうじ！） ．．＼ 
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Konjin, Y akudoshi and Ancestor Spirits : The Growth of 
Akazawa Bunji's Religious Solitude 
Susumu SmMAZONO 
A dramatic change in the mind of Bunji Akazawa, the founder of Konkokyo, at the age of forty­
two was experienced in a shamanistic ritual held to cure his serious illness. In order to understand 
this experience, it is necessary first to know how and why he was so distressed by the illness. It 
has been accepted that his distress can be understood as the result of a series of calamities which 
were believed to be caused by the raging Konjin, a kami related to directions. This accepted view 
presupposes that his religious fear had been clearly articulated from the beginning. 
From a close reading of Bunji's autobiography the present writer refutes this presupposition and 
discusses that his fear was directed not only to Konjin but also to the belief that he has reached a 
critical year of life (yakudoshi), and to ancestor spirits, and that the fear of ancestor spirits was 
fundamental. In contrast to the fear of Konjin and yakudoshi the fear of ancestor spirits was not 
shared by his contemporaries as folk belief, so that he had to keep it secretly in his mind. 
Jt is also argued that Bunji's religious solitude grew out of this fear and became serious when it 
merged with the fear of Konjin and yakudoshi. This process was accompanied by another process of 
deepening his commitment to the deities of the folk belief. His religious experience at the age of 
forty-two should be understood as a consequence of this twofold process. 
(25 1 
